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Goal - Establish role the Dingley Tariff played 
in the recovery 

Gould (1977):  Dingley Tariff...

● was 'the first major legislative achievement of the 
administration of President William McKinley'

● was a 'citadel for Republican protectionists'

● maintained a 'central place during the presidency of 
Theodore Roosevelt'

Yet the DT has 'never received a thorough 
treatment'



Goal - Establish role the Dingley Tariff played 
in the recovery

Literature:

● DT was '[a]mong the prominent engines of 
economic revival' (Steeples and Whitten, 
1998)

● 'Republicans were fortunate in that visible 
recovery did follow sharply upon enactment 
of the Dingley measure' (White, 1982)



Background - 1890s Depression

● One of the worst the US has ever 
experienced (Whitten, 2010)

● Set off by Panic of 1893; recovery didn't 
begin until 1897

● Only in 1907 did the economy reach full 
capacity again (Hoffman, 1970)



Background - 1890s Depression



Background - 
Contemporary Observations

'It may be said in a few words, for it needs not elaboration or statistical tables, 

that the condition in this country on the election-day of 1896 was more 

deplorable than at any other period following the American Revolution....there 

was never such a condition of horror and doubt and uncertainty and fear as 

there was on the day when Mr. McKinley was elected President of the United 

States....There was more idle labor than ever had been known before. There 

were more idle spindles, mills, factories and shops than had been known 

before. Foreign trade was falling off. Home markets had been destroyed. 

Confidence was to be found nowhere. Hunger, nakedness, fear, disaster, 
trouble were to be encountered everywhere.'

(Grosvenor, North American Review, 1900, p.42)  [Army General writing in a literary publication]



Wool Industry

● Tariff debates: Raw and woolen products 
were at the 'storm center' of the debates 
(Wright, 1905)

● Wool: 'the article as to which it can be said...
that the farmer gets his share of the largess 
of protection' (Taussig, 1910)



Wool Industry



Wool Industry - Farmers

● Line (1912): 

Sheep farmers 
anticipated a rise in 
wool prices following 
the 1896 election (and 
subsequent increase in 
duties on imported 
wool)



Wool Industry - Farmers
● Data (Montana): Sheep sales/shipments

○ 1893-7: Fewer sheep shipped out of state
○ After 1897: Huge increase in # of sheep shipped

● Political context:

○ ‘The free wool period was not only short, but 
expected to be short’ (Line, 1912)

■ Sheep farmers anticipated the 1896 Republican 
election victory after their 1894 election 
successes



Wool Industry - Manufacturers

● Source: Bulletin of the National Association
   of Wool Manufacturers

● '[N]o industry in this country has suffered 
more from unstable conditions than that of 
wool and its manufacture' (McPherson, 
1904)



Wool Industry - Manufacturers

Example: Arlington Mills (Massachusetts)

● 1st American mill to produce woolen tops 
● Began production in 1894
● Immediate success --> opened another mill
● BUT all this occurred under low tariffs

Arlington Mills were motivated to expand 
production based on belief that it was 'very likely' 
that the 'next tariff revision would render the duty on 
tops prohibitive' (Weld, 1912)



Conclusion

DT played a significant role in the recovery 
from the 1890s depression

● Secured expectations about the future 
degree of protection

● Anticipated price recovery

● Expectations encouraged investment even 
during the depression --> propelled growth 
once economic conditions stabilized


